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Dakota Access Pipeline protest:
David Owen
The Dakota Student
The North Dakota Ac-
cess Pipeline Protests con-
tinue today, as the standoff 
between the pro-Native 
American supporters and 
Energy Transfer Crude Oil 
Company, LLC nears its 
third week with no clear end 
in site. Today the Dakota 
Student, in preparation of 
the courts expected ruling 
will go over all of the infor-
mation and the evolution of 
the protest, from a peaceful 
demonstration to one filled 
with violence and distrust 
by both sides.
The pipeline was ini-
tially started with ground 
breaking on May 24 2016, 
but notoriously absent was 
controversial approval of 
the pipeline crossing water 
which was required from the 
Army Corp of Engineers. 
This easement would be 
required to go over the sa-
cred river near tribal land 
and was part of the pro-
posed and approved design, 
yet this was the first time 
concerns were noted, or the 
project stalled. 
As the pipeline pro-
gressed and approached 
these areas, the Army Corp 
of Engineers would contin-
ue to delay the granting of 
the easement, but finally ap-
proved the crossing on July 
27, 2016. This approval, 
while relatively ignored, was 
the first steps in the con-
flict, as tribal leaders of the 
Standing Rock Sioux began 
to organize and launched 
what could be described as 
a monumental grass roots 
campaign attempted to edu-
cate and inform the state 
of North Dakota about the 
potential consequences and 
how the Army had ignored 
their desires to stop the 
pipeline due to sovereignty 
and water access concerns.
After the failures of the 
tribe to stop the crossings 
approval, the pipeline con-
tinued toward the tribes 
sacred land unabated, with 
only small reports of sabo-
tage or miscreant activity, 
but on Aug. 16, the Bis-
marck Tribune reported that 
work had finally stopped as 
upwards of 600 people with 
members from more than 
30 tribes had gathered in 
solidarity against the pipe-
line. This standoff contin-
ued with small exchanges 
on either side, such as men 
on horseback faking charges 
against the pipeline, and in-
dividuals tying themselves 
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Protestors gathered at city halls during the early stages of the Dakota Access Pipeline Project.
to the machines, but no real 
injuries had occurred. 
At this stage of the pro-
tests incidents were ramping 
up, with the horseman con-
tinually charging closer and 
closer to the security forces 
on the pipeline, and had 
resorted to throwing found 
objects at not only the po-
lice in the area but also at 
the private security hired to 
protect the pipeline. 
From this point forward, 
as conflict and countermea-
sures were amped up on both 
sides it appeared that blood-
shed was inevitable, while 
both sides awaited a US 
Court decision on whether 
or not the pipeline was in 
fact constitutional, that is to 
say whether or not the Army 
actually had the authority to 
approve the pipeline in the 
first place over the sacred 
land and river. 
As the pipeline contin-
ued to do its best to work, 
it appeared as though only a 
single spark would be need-
ed to provoke a potentially 
A brief history of the struggles between nature and business
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violent response from secu-
rity protecting the pipeline, 
and this spark finally ignited 
with an almost full scale riot 
over the course of the week-
end from September 2 to 5. 
While the details are unclear 
as to who provoked whom 
and whether or not the se-
curity were justified in their 
actions, six protestors were 
injured by guard-dogs,
New year, new UND buildings
A look at the newest addition to the UND campus
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As the new school year 
starts and students return 
to campus, they may notice 
some changes happened to 
the campus over the sum-
mer. 
One significant change 
is the opening of the brand 
new Robin Hall, part of the 
Odegard complex on the 
west side of campus, across 
42nd Avenue. 
Costing the univer-
sity and the state of North 
Dakota $25 million, the 
building was “topped off ” 
last October and formally 
opened July 26, dedicated to 
Mary E. Bazar and Si Roben, 
the married couple in charge 
of aircraft antenna manufac-
turer Sensor Systems. 
The 66,000 square foot 
building has four floors and 
acts as the new home for 
UAS (Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems) equipment, staff 
offices and classrooms. 
Walking through the 
front door, the front atrium 
of the building acts as a com-
mon study area for students, 
similar to the workplaces in 
the Memorial Union base-
ment. 
Behind them, a set of 
stairs lead up to the second 
floor, with TV screens along 
the wall forming a waving 
American flag. Behind the 
stairs there is an exhibit that 
shows some of the aviation 
pioneers that helped make 
UND Aviation what it is 
today, with a narration de-
scribing each smiling face. 
Across from them in Room 
121 sits a familiar sight to 
aerospace students: The 
AeroStop store.
“The other was nice,” 
said manager Mary Jane 
Hennemann, who along 
with Jeni Stroh ran the store 
at its second-floor Ryan Hall 
location for the previous 17 
years. “This is just a new 
presentation for the store. 
It’s the same store, just a new 
setting.”
While it may seem a lit-
tle cramped at first glance, 
the new AeroStop is actually 
bigger than the previous in 
terms of square footage, as 
well as being better lit and 
painted brighter. The new 
store also features an aircraft 
wall mural by a German art-
ist and, more appealing to 
students, a Tim Horton’s 
coffee station.
When asked about the 
opportunity to move to the 
new building, Hennemann 
said, “I think it’s a privi-
lege.”
Robin Hall is connected 
to Ryan Hall via the Ska-
licky skywalk. Students can 
park outside the building, 
but a permit is required. 
The closest campus shuttle 
stop is at the Odegard build-
ing, where all four daily bus 
routes and the night route 
stop. For aviation students, 
the airport shuttle still stops 
at Ryan Hall after Odegard, 
before continuing on to the 
airport.
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We are looking for writers to join our 
team. Please come and apply at our 
office in the basement of the Memo-
rial Union today.

The Dakota Student is dedi-
cated to the free exchange of 
ideas. Opinion columns and 
letters to the editor will not 
be edited for content reasons, 
except in cases of criminal or 
civil liability. The Dakota Stu-
dent reserves the right to edit 
or reject columns or letters 
for various reasons. The ideas 
expressed in columns and 
letters reflect the views of the 
writer and do not necessarily 
represent the opinion of the 
staff of the Dakota Student.
Editorial Policy
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Hillary Clinton, continuing to avoid prosecution
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Hillary Clinton, the 
presidential nominee for the 
Democratic Party, is currently 
locked in a heated race for 
the top seat in America with 
Donald Trump, the Republi-
can nominee. Despite some 
strong opposition -- sort of 
-- from third party candidates 
Jill Stein and Gary Johnson, 
the race will undoubtedly 
come down to Clinton and 
Trump.
Both candidates possess 
their fair share of demean-
ing traits, which have been 
wrapped up in largely offen-
sive rhetoric and constant de-
mographical pandering, now 
being presented to the Ameri-
can electorate as a poorly 
wrapped box of uncertainty.
These assertions, com-
bined with checkered back-
grounds and unsound tactical 
choices and or experience, 
have ensured that both can-
didates are receiving the ma-
jority of their votes based on 
who is considered the “lesser 
of two evils.”
Whichever candidate is 
considered the lesser evil is 
widely debated among the 
public. For the sake of brevity, 
we’ll only consider Clinton’s 
indiscretions in this article.
The Associated Press has 
covered Clinton extensively. 
On September 2, the AP re-
leased an article concerning 
more emails Clinton’s admin-
istration deleted, claiming 
they were personal or private. 
In the article, the FBI’s latest 
report “details steps taken by 
Clinton’s staff that appear in-
tended to hamper the recov-
ery of deleted data, including 
smashing her old Blackberry 
smartphones with a hammer 
and using special software to 
wipe the hard drive of a server 
she had used.”
The notion that a presi-
dential candidate would ei-
ther destroy -- or have de-
stroyed -- a cellphone doesn’t 
seem to be standard proce-
dure when discarding an old 
phone for a new one.
Clinton has claimed thus 
far that any sensitive emails 
she sent on an unsecured serv-
er or with a personal account 
was not done intentionally, it 
was a simple mistake, the likes 
of which other White House 
personnel have experience in 
doing, or so she claims.
Pleading ignorance seems 
to be her excuse for her poor 
judgment. While this excuse 
is clearly proving to be viable 
for a presidential candidate, 
such is not the case for other 
government officials, or per-
haps it is and Clinton’s case 
is the only one that has been 
discovered.
Considering her plea of 
ignorance in the matter of 
classified emails, smashing 
a cellphone with a hammer 
doesn’t seem like the action 
somebody would take in this 
case. Attempting to imagine a 
circumstance where destroy-
ing a phone would be neces-
sary leads to either a comical 
or devious intention; either 
a person is curious what the 
inside of a phone looks like, 
or they’re trying to hide some-
thing.
Should a member of the 
military accidentally send 
sensitive material over an 
unsecured email account 
without knowledge of its clas-
sification, and it had been 
discovered, they would be 
subjected to the fullest extent 
of the Uniform Code of Mili-
tary Justice. At the very least, 
they’d lose their security clear-
ance. Worst-case scenario, 
they’d receive a dishonorable 
discharge, or even worse, a 
bad conduct discharge.
Clinton pleads ignorance 
to doing the same thing, and 
she continues to run for presi-
dent unimpeded. This fact 
is not only infuriating, it’s 
discomforting. To think that 
anyone, regardless of status, 
could be above the law in any 
manner encourages distrust 
in a judicial system that seem-
ingly allows leniency to those 
in power.
An even more troubling 
thought: this is only the case 
being reported. It’s troubling 
to imagine the indiscretions 
being committed behind 
closed doors, where journal-
ists and the public eye aren’t 
looking.
To attempt to approach 
Donald Trump is an un-
conventional, untested, and 
polarizing presidential candi-
date, and I think many who 
plan to vote for him will do 
so holding their nose -- but 
the fact remains that his ascen-
dance to candidacy represents 
a significant trend in Ameri-
can politics and cannot be 
dismissed. The more one in-
vestigates Trump and his move 
from liberal-leaning Northeast 
blue blood to tentative cham-
pion of the GOP, the more in-
teresting it becomes.
It seems, in many ways, 
that there are two Donald 
Trumps: the relatively quiet, 
thoughtful Trump of the 80s 
and 90s, where in interviews 
and TV appearances he wor-
ries about our national debt 
and OPEC’s power, saying 
we need a capable president 
but admits he’d rather not do 
it, and then there’s the Trump 
of now, the loud, brazen, fix-it 
man, the autocrat in training 
itching for the reigns. Trump 
in 2016 looks an odd amalgam 
of these people, and this seems 
to make him complex enough 
to allow people to see what 
they want to see in him. He is 
both a successful business man 
who knows his craft and a 
pompous windbag who flexes 
his relative power to exhibit 
pettiness and solipsism (read 
his Twitter feed sometime).
If we could extract the 
competent (though, if we’re 
being fair, not any kind of 
amazing self-made) business 
man from Trump, the man 
who understands how the mar-
ket works and what a govern-
ment can do to make a mixed 
market flourish, we might end 
up with a capable commander 
in chief, but that person and 
the self-made caricature are 
inextricably connected. Much 
like we can’t in Hillary Clin-
ton have the experienced and 
intelligent lawyer without the 
lying, scandal-ridden politi-
cian, we can’t have the best of 
Trump without the worst.
And if this is the case, then 
what Trump supporters get 
from him, even knowing his 
significant downsides, must be 
worth it, and what that seems 
to be is an “I’ll get things 
done” mentality. Trump posits 
himself as a doer, and argues 
that this country needs fix-
ing -- just hand him the tools. 
And in this, his primary urge 
and appeal, he is his most un-
conservative and unappealing. 
Much like Clinton, Trump 
represents America’s increas-
ingly external locus of control.
If one wants to learn about 
American sensibilities and 
circumstance in the 20th cen-
tury, one can examine trends 
in automobile manufacturing 
and marketing. The models 
that role into the showroom 
provide a mirror of American 
values: the gargantuan luxu-
ry-mobiles of the 1950s, the 
power-laden cars of the 1960s, 
and the economic cars of the 
late 1970s tell a story about 
who we were collectively in 
that moment. Politicians work 
very much the same way, and 
if Theodore Roosevelt reflect-
ed the American desire for 
independence and autonomy, 
Trump is the latest model of 
let-me-take-care-of-you.
In this, he is decidedly not 
conservative -- at least not in 
any small government sense. 
He supports eminent domain, 
the federal reserve, Social Se-
curity, government-funded 
healthcare, the Patriot Act, and 
closed borders. If the dominate 
sensibility of the GOP is fiscal 
responsibility and individual 
liberty, then Trump is an im-
poster. Or, more troubling 
still, we’re moving away from 
these values entirely in favor of 
a demagogue who vows vague-
ly to make everything “great” 
again, though he never really 
explains what that means (al-
lowing people to quietly pencil 
in their own meaning there). I 
fear that Trump supporters 
might be right: Trump will get 
things done. I fear that what 
he’ll accomplish is contribut-
ing to an ever-increasing and 
overreaching federal govern-
ment.
So, what’s a liberty-mind-
ed, fiscal conservative to do? 
Both parties are differently-
packaged brands of big gov-
ernment, both promising, if 
you just give them the power, 
to fix our country. Certainly, 
Gary Johnson provides an ap-
pealing alternative, though 
it seems that Johnson will be 
more like a Nader and pull 
votes from Trump rather than 
a genuine third-party contend-
er -- as unfortunate as that is. 
If any substantial benefit will 
come from this election cycle, 
it’s that we might recognize 
the uniformity of American 
politics—that the oft-touted 
values of both the Democratic 
and Republican parties are 
simulacra, artfully-crafted lip 
service -- and recognize that 
the push-and-pull that matters 
is between individual liberty 
and politely forced confor-
mity, and that it’s not always 
easy to tell who’s on what side. 
And if our political system is 
broken enough to leave us 
with no other choice but one, 
I hope we might have the sense 
to change that system.
In my sixth grade social 
studies class, we followed the 
first campaign and election of 
now President Barack Obama 
throughout the school year. I 
was very interested in the elec-
tion, and I clearly remember be-
ing excited for the day I would 
be able to vote. Four years later, 
as a sophomore in high school, 
I was still too young, but equal-
ly interested and eager. When I 
found out our high school was 
having a mock election, I was 
thrilled. There was a ballot box 
in the lobby, and one by one we 
went out to vote, which made 
us all feel like real adults getting 
to voice our opinion.
Now I am nineteen years 
old, and the time for me to 
cast my vote for our nation’s 
president for the first time is 
just around the corner, and the 
candidates I get to choose from 
are not what my sixth grade self 
was expecting. I can see why 
people refuse to vote for Don-
ald Trump, and I can see why 
people refuse to vote for Hill-
ary Clinton. There are always 
the third-party candidates, but 
would choosing a third-party 
be wasting your vote? In the 
last century, we have only had 
presidents who were either Re-
publicans or Democrats. The 
likelihood of this changing 
is very slim. As the Observer 
stated, “At some point things 
stop being a coincidence and 
start becoming a pattern.” That 
being said, I don’t believe any 
of this year’s candidates like 
Jeb Bush, Ted Cruz, Carly Fio-
rina, or Bernie Sanders would 
have been our best options ei-
ther. But it is our civic duty to 
choose, so I did.
This November, I am 
choosing to use my vote on 
Donald Trump, and here is 
why.
He is not being paid to 
say things he doesn’t believe 
in. With a net worth of over 
$4.5 billion, he  has more than 
enough money to support him-
self without needing extra en-
dorsements. For as much grief 
as he has gotten for his “small 
loan of a million dollars” com-
ment, I do understand what he 
means. $1 million is really not 
a whole lot of money when you 
look at all he has built and cre-
ated. Turning $1 million into 
$4.5 billion is the equivalent of 
turning one dollar into $4,500. 
Can you imagine how difficult 
it would be to start with a dol-
lar and end up with $4,500? 
It would be nearly impossible. 
He is clearly a very good busi-
ness person. Trump says exactly 
what he thinks. He does not 
sugar coat anything, and he 
does not believe that everything 
always needs to be so “political-
ly correct.” As I stated earlier, 
he is a creator. He has new, 
fresh ideas because he’s a politi-
cal outsider, and isn’t an ordi-
nary presidential candidate.
When I express my reasons 
for why I am on Trump’s side, 
I usually get a response either 
calling him a “racist bigot” or a 
liar, or a comment on how he 
wants to deport all immigrants, 
none of which are true.
Many people believe 
Trump is a liar because political 
websites are telling them so. Ac-
cording to Politifact, only four 
percent of anything Trump says 
is true, but Politifact is certainly 
not something to be relied on 
for information. Politifact does 
not fact-check all statements 
Trump makes. They pick 
and choose which should be 
checked. So only four percent 
of the statements they have 
chosen are true, but even then 
that is an exaggeration. Their 
rating scale goes from True, 
Mostly True, all the way down 
to Pants on Fire. Even when 
Trump’s statements are proven 
to be completely factual, they 
only give him a Mostly True 
or Half True rating. They un-
fairly leave out crucial parts of 
Trump’s statements. They go 
out of their way to find things 
they can turn against him and 
other Republicans. Politifact is 
clearly biased towards the left 
side, and I find it difficult to 
have faith in their flawed rating 
system.
Donald Trump is not anti-
immigration; he is anti-illegal 
immigration. He wants all 
immigrants who come to our 
country to follow the law and 
get the necessary documents 
like everybody else. I person-
ally think wanting people to 
follow the law is a positive 
trait for a leader to have, but 
the other half of America that 
doesn’t agree with me doesn’t 
even think following the law is 
a necessary trait for a candidate 
themselves to have.
Donald Trump doesn’t 
have a filter, but Hillary Clin-
ton doesn’t have a conscious. 
From her role in Benghazi, to 
the deleted emails, to the plot 
with the DNC to make sure 
she won the nomination; time 
and time again, she is let off 
the hook for breaking the law. 
She most recently weaseled her 
way out of being indicted for 
having a private server in her 
basement full of information 
on national security. By doing 
so, she put the nation’s safety 
and well-being at risk. I cannot 
bring myself to support such an 
untruthful, selfish candidate.
I have heard a lot of people 
say things like, “it’s about time 
we have a female in office.” 
I am a young woman, and I 
would love nothing more to see 
a woman in office, but not this 
one. Voting for someone based 
on their gender is not right; 
someone should win the presi-
dential election based on their 
ideas and success, not based on 
their gender.
This election, my first time 
ever getting to vote, I am asked 
to pick either someone who is 
highly opinionated or a crimi-
nal. Someone who talks too 
much and lets his petty com-
ments get him in trouble or 
someone who has knowingly 
left four Americans to die with 
no repercussions. To me, the 
choice is very clear. If I am 
asked to choose between an 
overly opinionated candidate 
or an untruthful, deceptive, 
law-breaking candidate, I will 
gladly choose loud and opin-
ionated every single time.
Clinton’s candidacy with an 
unbiased state of mind, a few 
points come to mind. She 
has experience in the White 
House, both as a Secretary of 
State and as the First Lady. 
But bringing those two re-
sume builders into question 
isn’t difficult.
As the First Lady, she 
knowingly stuck by the side 
of a man who was involved in 
some risqué behavior within 
the White House, which 
might prompt some to ques-
tion her decisions on a per-
sonal level. To say “those is-
sues are not our business” is 
wrong. Clinton is a public 
figure, and is she becomes the 
president, she will be a reflec-
tion of the United States of 
America.
Secondly, and everyone 
has heard this one before: 
Benghazi. Stepping away 
from the vast media cover-
age, books and movies re-
leased concerning the mat-
ter, there’s a simple fact to be 
considered, which speaks vol-
umes about the incident: she 
stepped down as Secretary of 
State. Whether she neglected 
to act accordingly or truly is 
innocent of any wrongdoing, 
she stepped down from her 
post. This might strike some 
as curious. If she truly acted 
in the best interest of the four 
Americans killed in Benghazi, 
then she shouldn’t have felt 
the need to leave her post.
Sometimes it feels as 
though history is already 
written; the absurdity of this 
election makes a compel-
ling argument for this claim. 
Americans can only hope to 
endure her presidency with-
out any major military opera-
tions for her to make unsound 
judgment calls for, and that 
Johnson is able to poll over 5 
percent of the national vote so 
that in four years, he will be 
allowed to debate Democrats 
and Republicans on the na-
tional stage.
Stay strong America, the 
next four to eight years are 
going to get a little bumpy.
emily gibbens
the dakota student
One man, many changes
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One man, many changes
If you had said two years 
ago that Hillary Clinton would 
struggle to get the Democratic 
nomination to an avowed so-
cialist, an avowed Clinton 
supporter and birther billion-
aire would be the Republican 
nominee, and a candidate that 
had previously peaked at less 
than two percent of popular 
vote in 2012 would be seen 
as a credible long shot to take 
states in the general election, 
everyone would have looked 
at you as though you were in-
sane, yet here we are on Sept. 9 
with all of these events coming 
to pass. It is clear that perhaps 
the old paradigms are wrong, 
and as a result new possibili-
ties need to be explored, enter 
Governor Gary Johnson and 
the Libertarian Party.
Who are the Libertarians: 
Libertarians are conventional-
ly seen a political group based 
on the teachings of major 20th 
century economists, tradition-
al political philosophers and 
believe that fundamentally 
the government should be as 
limited as possible, while still 
providing the basic framework 
required for society. 
On an economic stand-
point this means they argue for 
the replacement of income tax 
with consumption based taxes, 
a general decrease in regula-
tions to allow business to run 
as they see fit and are strictly 
against anything that could be 
interpreted as corporate wel-
fare such as big oil subsidies, 
or special exemptions given 
by the government to prop up 
wealthy business which then 
use this money to buy more 
favors from politicians.
On social welfare, this 
year our candidate believes in 
rather than Medicare, Medic-
aid, Food Stamps, etc., instead 
delegating all of the funding 
in these programs back down 
to the state’s to determine best 
practices with a strong prefer-
ence for welfare being replaced 
with flat checks rather than 
subsidy programs. As an ex-
ample, the libertarian would 
much prefer that instead of 
giving individuals $500 for 
food, $300 in rent subsidies 
and $200 in free health-care, 
that the individual is instead 
given a flat $1000 to do with 
as they choose, teaching per-
sonal responsibility while at 
the same time invariably driv-
ing prices down on all of the 
above services allowing for not 
only the $1000 to go further 
but also removing the many 
tiers of administration which 
make the $1000 in grants cost 
the government nearly half of 
what they give out as a result 
of inefficiency.
On all individual rights, 
libertarians take a strict textu-
alism approach. For example 
the First Amendment protects 
any and all speech, while the 
Second Amendment makes 
any attempt to restrain an in-
dividual from acquiring any 
armament available to the Na-
tional Guard or lower illegal. 
Furthermore, we believe that 
individuals may only be re-
strained from an activity when 
there is clear and concrete evi-
dence that their action directly 
harms another human being. 
This covers not only murder, 
theft and rape, but also dis-
criminatory practices designed 
to prevent individuals from 
participating in the economy 
at a systematic level would also 
be outlawed (the baker must 
sell any cake offered for sale 
to any individual, but must 
not be forced to make special 
orders).
Johnson and running mate 
Bill Weld’s Libertarian record 
of results speak for themselves 
on the economy and infra-
structure/education
The Libertarian ticket 
this year features two gover-
nors with perhaps the best 
records across all issues for all 
Americans, on fiscal issues. 
As an example of fiscal suc-
cess, Johnson was able to take 
a crumbling state and revamp 
their schools and infrastruc-
ture while cutting taxes and 
creating a surplus. Further-
more, Johnson’s succeeded in 
reducing unemployment not 
by creating unsustainable gov-
ernment jobs, but by freeing 
the American innovator from 
the chains of regulation. Ac-
cording to Johnson, “I didn’t 
create a single job here. Gov-
ernment doesn’t create jobs. 
The private sector does, but 
I think I mightily contribut-
ed… in bringing about a more 
level playing field.”
Furthermore, Weld has his 
own history of job creation. 
When Weld took office in 
Massachusetts, the entire state 
was in decay, but Weld was 
able to again balance the bud-
get while never raising taxes, 
and took unemployment from 
the highest amongst indus-
trialized states to the lowest. 
Furthermore, with Weld at the 
helm, Massachusetts created 
perhaps the best public school-
ing system in the country.
Compare this with Don-
ald Trump’s history of bank-
ruptcies and Hillary Clinton’s 
support for what ultimately 
destroys jobs the unequal cro-
ny capitalist playing field paid 
for by the big banks to work 
against the interests of the av-
erage American. While Trump 
wishes to create a wall to block 
those seeking a better life from 
entering the country, Clinton 
seeks to create economic walls 
to perpetuate the advantages 
of the haves over the have nots.
Consistent service on so-
cial issues rather than conve-
nient flops with the wind.
As an example, while 
Democrats Bill and Hillary 
Clinton, and Republican Newt 
Gingrich actively campaigned 
against the rights of the LGBT 
community through bills such 
as Don’t Ask Don’t Tell, the 
Libertarian Party has always 
affirmed its belief that mar-
riage is a sacred personal is-
sue which government should 
never attempt to regulate or 
control. For example, during 
Weld’s time as governor he 
funneled millions of dollars 
into outreach and assistance 
for homosexual communities, 
and also was one of if not the 
first governor in the nation to 
convince his people to allow 
for equal bereavement, medi-
cal proxy, and inheritance/sur-
vivorship equality and in 2013 
campaigned to help overturn 
Prop 8 and helped establish 
the current argument the Su-
preme Court would ultimately 
agree upon that the equal-
protection clause protects gay 
marriage.
Not to be outdone, while 
Bush and Clinton doubled 
down on the war on drugs, 
Johnson was attempting to 
end the cycle of incarcera-
tion for non-violent offenders 
by ending the disastrous war 
on drugs, which has dispro-
portionately affected minor-
ity communities. Johnson was 
one of if not the first major 
politician to fight for full mari-
juana legalization and decrimi-
nalization.
In short the Libertarian 
ticket at the very least this year 
deserves your attention, more 
than 26 percent of all Ameri-
can’s have joined the libertar-
ians in Utah, and upwards of 
16 percent in the central re-
gion of the United States, giv-
en his record and best of both 
words philosophy, will you?
David Owen is the News Editor 
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
dowen123455@yahoo.com
Given her polling numbers, 
it may come as surprise to many 
that Dr. Jill Stein is running for 
president – for the second time 
– under the banner of the Green 
Party. When given the task of 
writing a column about Stein’s 
candidacy, it was difficult to 
know where to begin.
In a presidential campaign 
cycle marked by populist angst, 
Stein has thoroughly failed to 
ride the wave. This week, she 
made headlines by vandalizing 
construction equipment at the 
Dakota Access Pipeline protest 
site. While her most fervent 
supporters probably see this as a 
sign of her support for the envi-
ronment and her opposition to 
corporations, it doesn’t help her 
look like she is a serious presi-
dential candidate.
If anything, her criminal 
activity was one of the more no-
table things she has done lately. 
Her biggest contributions to the 
national news cycle last week 
were about flying to the wrong 
city for a campaign event and 
tweeting about Harambe.
Despite pitching herself as 
the choice for voters who previ-
ously supported the candidacy 
of Senator Bernie Sanders (I-V) 
in the Democratic Party, she 
hasn’t noticeably moved in the 
polls after he dropped out. Giv-
en the resentment of Secretary 
Clinton by many progressives 
and the similarity of Sanders’ 
and Stein’s platforms, one could 
have reasonably expected her 
to gain a little traction, but this 
support has failed to materialize.
There are several likely 
reasons behind this. Mainly, 
Sanders endorsed Clinton after 
dropping out of the presidential 
race. He, like many others on 
the American left, sees Clinton 
as the best candidate to beat 
Donald Trump, making her 
the obvious and rational choice 
compared to Stein, despite their 
misgivings with Clinton.
Another reason why Stein 
has failed to attract much sup-
port is that the Green Party 
is made up of a very similar 
constituencies that have his-
torically voted for Democratic 
candidates. Stein’s platform is 
comparable to that of progres-
sive Democrats, but with a 
healthy amount of conspiracy 
theory-style science regarding 
GMO’s, vaccinations and Wi-Fi 
sprinkled in.
This is in contrast with the 
Libertarian’s candidate, Gary 
Johnson, who has enjoyed the 
support of Republicans who 
don’t see Trump as particularly 
conservative. While there is no-
ticeable  overlap between the 
Green and Democratic parties, 
Trump’s brand of Republican-
ism doesn’t line up as neatly with 
traditional party factions, even 
in the big tent that is the modern 
Republican Party.
Even after considering the 
policy differences among the 
candidates, it is clear that voters 
are looking for more than just a 
list of prescriptions. Stein is not 
only far to the left of American 
public on a host of important is-
sues, she also lacks the persona of 
Trump or Sanders to propel her 
candidacy forward.
This lack of support for 
a third party candidate is, of 
course, nothing new in Ameri-
can history. It is, however, slight-
ly peculiar at a time when the 
major parties’ nominees are so 
deeply unpopular.
If anything, this election has 
given us some decent insight 
into how candidates who are out 
of the mainstream can influence 
the presidential race in a two 
party system; Bernie by pulling 
his party and competitor closer 
to his ideals through the primary 
process, and Trump by seizing 
the nomination by campaigning 
on a few core issues and force of 
personality.
Unless something dramati-
cally changes, candidates like 
Stein who run as third party can-
didates will continue to be spoil-
ers at their best, and irrelevant at 
their worst.
Jill Stein, falling short of expectations
Photo courtesy of elle.com
 Pictured above: Jill Stein
Administrative insight from UND president
mark kennedy
und president
The rapid spread of digi-
tal technologies simultaneously 
eliminates, creates, alters, and 
moves jobs. Those designing and 
optimizing websites are replac-
ing the jobs of those who sorted 
and delivered mail; built, sold, 
and fed fax machines; and sold, 
designed, and published adver-
tising in traditional media out-
lets. This digitally driven creative 
destruction has hurled economic 
tsunamis at one industry after 
another. It is now washing over 
academia.
Students throughout rural 
North Dakota seeking to pre-
pare for this ever-changing career 
landscape have the opportunity 
to gain their degrees not just from 
the University of North Dakota, 
but also online from Ivy League 
schools and other premier uni-
versities without leaving home. 
The strategic planning process 
recently launched by UND is an 
opportunity for the university to 
confront the changes required to 
ride this digitization wave rather 
than get washed up by it.
Seven actions are required to 
ride the surf instead of being sub-
mersed by it.
Expanding the liberal arts 
core. The undergraduate liberal 
arts curriculum must continue to 
ensure the skills needed for not 
just the next job, but a lifetime of 
different challenges as individu-
als adapt to the ebb and flows of 
demand for specific roles. In ad-
dition to being able to think criti-
cally, work in teams, communi-
cate fluently, and be prepared to 
be lifetime learners, UND grad-
uates must also know how to use 
the core digital tools pervasive in 
every career and those specific to 
their chosen field of study.
Delivering results. The ex-
plosion of digital information 
available at the fingertips of 
prospective students heightens 
the need to compare favorably 
with other universities in terms 
of key metrics like graduation 
rates, future employment, and 
incorporating experiential learn-
ing opportunities. The planning 
process must identify the factors 
we believe are most important to 
attracting students and ensuring 
their success.
Anchoring to areas of na-
tional excellence. In order to 
prevail against heightened vir-
tual competition, each academic 
unit must either be amongst 
the best in the nation or seek 
every opportunity to anchor its 
programs to areas where UND 
excels nationally. UND excel-
lence in energy, especially carbon 
management and enhanced oil 
recovery, biomedical, especially 
rural health, and aerospace, espe-
cially unmanned systems, offers 
opportunities for creative leaders 
in every field of study to tap in. 
Perhaps the strategic planning 
process will uncover other fields 
of study where UND excels na-
tionally.
Bolstering research. Each 
area of study where UND enjoys 
national prominence entails psy-
chological, sociological, econom-
ic, governance, legal, and engi-
neering concerns, among others, 
offering opportunities for both 
study and research. Redoubling 
our research, scholarship and cre-
ative works in every area of study 
will both ensure our instruction 
is current and our credentials are 
respected.
Embracing emerging fields 
of high demand. Technological 
advances are generating expec-
tations for new skills in nearly 
every profession and birthing 
new professions. There is an in-
creasing demand in almost every 
field and profession in knowing 
how to apply advanced analytics 
and cyber protection. Excellence 
in these fields offers ample op-
portunities to graduates. The in-
vestment required in starting up 
such programs and the urgency 
to do so confirms the wisdom 
of the North Dakota University 
System’s Chancellor encouraging 
UND to collaborate with other 
North Dakota schools in this ef-
fort. 
Providing global perspec-
tive. The digital explosion has 
shrunk the world, making us 
ever more interdependent. It will 
be increasingly difficult to cred-
ibly claim a liberal arts education 
without gaining a global perspec-
tive.
Delivering interactive experi-
ences. Just as consumers demand 
the flexibility to buy either in a 
store or online, students will in-
creasingly expect the flexibility 
to achieve their education expe-
rience either face to face, online, 
or a mixture of both. With the 
rapid advancements in the ability 
to deliver interactive experiences 
digitally, every discipline and 
faculty must aggressively explore 
how to adapt digital capabilities 
into the delivery of instruction.
Catching up with digital 
marketing. UND trails leading 
universities in adapting platform 
aware websites (adjusting screen 
content depending on whether 
accessed by a computer, tablet or 
smartphone), digital advertising, 
and sticky online landing pages 
designed to entice prospective 
students to complete their ap-
plication. Rapidly progressing 
towards developing these impor-
tant capabilities is essential for 
UND in that students today are 
more likely to research universi-
ties, apply and enroll on their 
smartphones and value schools 
that exhibit the currency of their 
services by making it easy to do 
so.
Our strategic planning effort 
must embrace each to put UND 
on top of the wave of change un-
derway in academia.
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Shedding light on UND’s Hisshou karate 
Shotokan karate is used 
as self-defense. This is the 
first thing that Sensei LaR-
oyce Batchelor explained. 
Batchelor is the sensei of 
UND’s Hisshou Karate. 
Shotokan is the certain type 
of karate that Hisshou fo-
cuses on.
“If everyone practiced 
karate then violence would 
be nonexistent,” Batchelor 
quoted from the Japanese 
culture.
Karate is based off of the 
idea of respect for everyone, 
even your opponent. The 
class bowed before starting, 
sparing or leaving. The bow 
is meant as a sign of respect 
and appreciation of the oth-
er person. 
Batchelor wasn’t always 
a sensei. She came to Grand 
Forks for the university and 
searched for a dojo to prac-
tice her discipline further. 
Batchelor found no signs 
of a dojo in this area so she 
went to her sensei for ad-
vice. He told her to start up 
her own dojo. Batchelor ex-
plained to me that he is not 
the person to say no to. This 
turned Batchelor in search 
for a sensei position which 
means she had to send an 
application and commit 
herself to the practice for her 
lifetime.
The focus and commit-
ment is the hard part for 
most students, even more 
than the physical. Batchelor 
explained that this isn’t the 
place for students to dip in 
and out without care. It af-
fects the flow of their tight 
knit group. They want 
people to join with the in-
tention of sticking with the 
program. 
The class was full of peo-
ple of all different sizes, ages, 
and ethnicities; but they all 
had one thing in common: 
they were all deeply focused 
on their sensei. All through-
out the class Batchelor called 
karate a discipline. They call 
this a discipline for a rea-
son. This is not a sport for 
the feeble minded and the 
uncommitted. The students 
need to commit their physi-
cal bodies and minds to each 
class. They strive for perfec-
tion and purpose. 
The Hisshou class is 
consumed with the Japanese 
culture and language. With 
each move or opponent, 
there is a word that describes 
it. Shotokan karate is im-
mersed in the culture. The 
students are taught more 
of the reason why they are 
practicing this intense dis-
cipline. 
When I asked the stu-
Shelby Johnson
The Dakota Student
At 21 years old, most college 
students are typically in a scram-
ble, usually feeling lost, planning 
for life after college and trying to 
construct successful plans for the 
future.
However, UND student 
Mitchell Boogren seems to al-
ready have it all figured out.
At just 21 years of age, 
Boogren has established an 
extremely innovative tax firm 
called Indemnity Tax Services, 
Inc.
Indemnity Tax Services is as 
a new, high-tech tax firm that 
has modernized tax preparation 
services with its introduction of 
Home-Bound Tax Preparation. 
This idea focuses on minimiz-
ing travel and hassle during tax 
season.
Boogren is one of two co-
founders of Indemnity Tax 
Services, Inc., and he currently 
operates as the Chairman and 
Co-CEO of the corporation.
Boogren developed the idea 
for the company after observing 
the way the average person in the 
United States undergoes filing 
their taxes.
“I noticed that there are 
many people in the United 
States who lack internet in their 
home as well as reliable trans-
portation,” Boogren said. “De-
spite this, everyone living in the 
United States, with very few ex-
ceptions, is required to submit a 
tax return to the IRS.”
Rather than requiring clients 
to travel to their local branch of-
fice for tax preparation needs, 
Indemnity Tax Services uses 
recently developed technology 
including 4G wireless modems, 
giving the company the capa-
bility to access its private servers 
and produce its own secure WiFi 
connection on-the-go just about 
anywhere in the United States.
This feature is especially use-
ful in North Dakota, as it allows 
tax preparers and accountants to 
come to the client and conduct 
any tax preparation or tax con-
sultancy needs from the comfort 
of their own home or office.
This will hopefully alleviate 
the burden of travel during the 
harsh winter months that inhabit 
tax season.
“Indemnity Tax Services 
method of providing these con-
venient services has become 
much more sought-after, as it 
makes the fear of forgetting these 
documents in one’s home or of-
fice a lack of concern, and a thing 
Amanda Hefner
The Dakota Student
dents why they practiced 
most of them had quick, de-
cisive answers until I asked 
a brown belt named Dustin 
Larson. Larson opened his 
mouth right away then 
paused while he thought 
more in depth. He said he 
wanted to improve himself, 
not only physically but men-
tally. He explained that this 
was a mental battle to be at 
peace with yourself. 
At the end of their ses-
sion, the students sat in a 
straight line in front of their 
Shelby Johnson is the features 
editor for The Dakota Student. 
She can be reached at 
shelby.marie.johnson@und.
edu
Amanda Hefner is a Features 
writer for The Dakota Student. 
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Sensei LaRoyce teaches her class by displaying the correct technique with brown 
belt Karen Katrinak
UND student creates innovative tax company
Stop in to one of our three locations:
2100 S Columbia Rd
Columbia Mall
Valley Eldercare
Photo courtesy of Mitchell Boogren/Indemnity Tax Service
The Indemnity Tax Services serves the community of Grand Forks for a more convenient tax season
of the past,” Boogren said.
While the launch of his busi-
ness has been successful, Boogren 
also mentions that he has person-
ally benefited from this experi-
ence as well.
“Prior to starting this com-
pany, I had very little knowledge 
on website design. I learned 
about website development, 
formatting, HTML integration, 
and actually created the compa-
ny’s entire website on my own,” 
Boogren said.
“I was also able to obtain 
knowledge and skills on my own 
in the area of graphic design, and 
I was able to design the com-
pany logo on my own without 
help from any outside agencies,” 
Boogren said.
Boogren says he foresees the 
company expanding to a nation-
wide status in the not-so-distant 
future. Currently, he plans to im-
plement this nationwide status in 
the next 2-3 years.
“Indemnity Tax is proud 
to give you peace of mind with 
our 100 percent guarantee that 
you will receive the exact return 
you are entitled to, regardless of 
numerical deficiency,” Boogren 
says.
While he remains optimistic 
about his company’s future out-
look, Boogren strives to keep a 
humble perspective about build-
ing a foundation for his compa-
ny and maintaining relationships 
with clients.
“My favorite quote comes 
from Warren Buffet and I hold 
it closely to me as it is applicable 
to business and life in so many 
ways,” Boogren says.“It takes 20 
years to build a reputation and 
five minutes to ruin it. If you 







welcomes all new 
students to UND.
We are hiring! 
Fill out an 
application online 
sensei with their eyes closed, 
breathing deeply. When they 
opened their eyes they recit-
ed the guidelines they strive 
to live by: seek perfection 
of character, be faithful, en-
deavor to excel, respect oth-
ers and refrain from impul-
sive behavior. As they recited 
this, Batchelor looked out at 
her students with pride.
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Returning home, UND student bikes 4,000 miles
UND student creates innovative tax company
look, Boogren strives to keep a 
humble perspective about build-
ing a foundation for his compa-
ny and maintaining relationships 
with clients.
“My favorite quote comes 
from Warren Buffet and I hold 
it closely to me as it is applicable 
to business and life in so many 
ways,” Boogren says.“It takes 20 
years to build a reputation and 
fi ve minutes to ruin it. If you 
think about that, you’ll do things 
differently.”
When you spend a summer 
riding a bicycle across the U.S., 
you learn to appreciate the little 
things.
This was the case for Univer-
sity of North Dakota sophomore 
Mariah Salfer, from Sleepy Eye, 
Minn., who recently returned 
from The 4k for Cancer, a cross-
country bike ride hosted by the 
Ulman Cancer Fund (UCF), a 
group that, among other things, 
strives to raise awareness of can-
cers prevalent in young adult.
The group also provides 
transportation services to hos-
pitals, fi nancial assistance with 
fertility preservation and is cur-
rently building a UCF house for 
patients and family members 
to stay while undergoing treat-
ment.
After spending months on 
the road, sleeping at host homes 
and eating food donated by lo-
cal businesses, Salfer is fi nding 
it strange to have more control 
over those decisions. Now that 
she’s back at UND and tackling 
a full course load, she appreciates 
the little things, like being able 
to do her own laundry or use an 
actual restroom facility. 
“It was kind of weird getting 
back to normal actually,” Salfer 
refl ects. “Going into it I didn’t 
think it would be that big of a 
transition to come back to life 
because I don’t think I really 
had to transition that much on 
the trip, but it was huge coming 
back. So many things were dif-
ferent.”
While Salfer is relived she is 
able to decide what she wants to 
eat and not have to rely on the 
kindness of strangers, she’s not 
quite as relived as you might 
think.
“It’s kind of nice but also 
kind of sucky because I’m really 
bad at making decisions,” Salfer 
jokes. “So when I go to a place 
and I actually get to chose what 
I want to eat its like ‘oh wow, I 
don’t know now!’”
A particularly diffi cult transi-
tion Salfer is experiencing is the 
amount of alone time she faces 
now. After spending every wak-
ing hour on the road with 22 
newfound friends, Salfer fi nds 
herself missing her team more 
everyday. Although, the self-
proclaimed “hydration destroy-
ers” make every attempt to stay 
in touch to this day.
“We have a group message 
that were all talking on and con-
stantly and posting dumb stuff,” 
Salfer laughs. “Commenting on 
each others old Facebook pic-
tures and snapping each other, 
we keep in contact pretty well.”
Even though a person may 
spend months completing a spe-
cifi c task, the memories tend to 
dwindle down to one or two that 
stick out the most, and this is cer-
tainly the case for Salfer.
“Day two was probably one 
of the most memorable days 
for me,” Salfer said. “It was the 
fi rst day we climbed the Appa-
lachians and that’s the fi rst time 
I’d ever climbed a mountain, or 
even a hill, because here we don’t 
have anything like that to prac-
tice on.”
Along with climbing a 
mountain for the fi rst time, and 
an extra mountain more than the 
other team due to a navigation 
error, Salfer and her “hydration 
destroyers” began breaking the 
ice on day two, laughing and 
joking with each other while 
they looked towards the west 
and imagined the miles ahead of 
them. The daunting task of their 
ride notwithstanding, the group 
shared the miserable moments 
together, bringing them closer.
“I think the hardest days are 
the most memorable, because 
we actually grow and learn and 
experience that together,” Salfer 
said.
Another experience that stuck 
out to Salfer took place in a ran-
dom yard along the ride. Want-
ing to take a few moments to rest 
and drink some water, Salfer and 
her team stopped at a lone house 
along a 20-mile stretch and asked 
the owners if they could use their 
yard to rest for a moment. The 
couple that owned the house 
agreed. 
While the riders were resting, 
it was brought to their attention 
that the woman who lived in 
the house had recently been di-
agnosed with cancer, and was to 
start her chemotherapy the next 
day. The couple believed Salfer 
and her team’s presence to be a 
sign from God that everything 
would be all right.
The woman’s husband later 
sent the team a message, where 
he called them “23 angels.” The 
message also stated that a photo 
that had been taken of the riders 
and the couple had been printed 
off and hung up in their house to 
serve as a reminder that no mat-
ter how bad life may become, 
there is always hope.
Salfer grins as she searched 
for the right words to explain 
the impact the experience had 
on her. Remaining humble, as 
always, she refl ected on the brav-
ery of those battling cancer, and 
how her riding across the coun-
try is nothing compared to their 
struggles.
“I don’t think what we do 
is that spectacular compared to 
battling cancer and dealing with 
all of that,” Salfer says. 
When asked if Salfer would 
consider taking on The 4k for 
Cancer ride again next year, she 
smiles as she refl ected on the ex-
perience she already completed, 
and shakes her head “no.”
“I just think the one ex-
perience was what I needed, I 
wouldn’t want to do anything 
else to overshadow the fi rst expe-
rience,” Salfer said. “I had such 
an awesome time that I think 
that’s something that will be with 




Matt Eidson is the opinion edi-
tor for The Dakota Student. He 
can be reached at 
stewart.eidson@und.edu
Continuing with her motiva-
tion for cancer awareness, Salfer 
is currently considering taking 
part in Relay for Life, planning 
events with Love Your Melon 
and actively reminding her 
friends to wear sunscreen.
Love Your Melon is a nation-
wide organization whose goal is 
to donate funds to pediatric can-
cer research. The UND chapter 
of Love Your Melon is currently 
looking for new members, if 
you’re interested and wish to fi ll 
out an application, you can visit 
their Facebook page.
sensei with their eyes closed, 
breathing deeply. When they 
opened their eyes they recit-
ed the guidelines they strive 
to live by: seek perfection 
of character, be faithful, en-
deavor to excel, respect oth-
ers and refrain from impul-
sive behavior. As they recited 
this, Batchelor looked out at 
her students with pride.
“I think the hardest days are the most memorable, 




Fighting Hawks split weekend with Texas teams
Hunter Plante
The Dakota Student
Every coach will tell you 
that it is an excellent feat to 
challenge the team early on 
in the season. UND head 
coach, Mark Pryor, put to-
gether a schedule that was 
going to test the Hawks very 
early on in the season. 
With a heartbreaking 
loss to SEC challengers, Ole 
Miss, in the Betty Engelstad 
Sioux Center just two weeks 
ago, Pryor and the squad 
were looking for that signa-
ture win in their own build-
ing, as they would welcome 
Big 12 foe Texas Tech last 
Saturday in the Betty. 
Texas Tech would make 
the trip up to North Dakota 
along with fellow Texas in-
stitution Texas-El Paso, as 
those schools would alter-
nate and face both NDSU 
and UND on Friday and 
Saturday.
UTEP visited the Betty 
Friday night looking to take 
down UND. The Hawks 
put up their best fight as 
they would sweep the Min-
ers 3-0. 
Sophomore Jordan Vail 
led UND with 10 kills with-
out a single error, defeating 
UTEP in back-to-back sets, 
25-19, 25-18 and 25-21 
Friday evening at the Betty. 
Vail, who transferred from 
Baylor this season, also add-
ed three total blocks for the 
win. 
“I thought tonight 
might have been one of our 
worst offensive outputs but 
defensively, we out-dug an 
opponent so our defense is 
getting better,” Pryor said. 
“Tomorrow night is a huge 
test, Texas Tech is big.”
The following night, 
Pryor and the squad would 
welcome the Texas Tech Red 
Raiders. UND’s strong net 
presence did not seem to 
bother Texas Tech as they 
would hit a whopping .327 
en route to sweeping UND, 
25-20, 25-18, and 25-22. 
UND’s Faith Dooley had 14 
kills while Tamara Merseli 
and Chelsea Moser each 
added eight kills for the 
Hawks.
“In the first and third 
set, we definitely started 
slow,” Pryor said. “Offen-
sively, they weren’t able to 
stop us in stretches, but 
we just shot ourselves in 
the foot with dumb errors. 
We’ve got to do a better job 
with that. I’ve got a feeling 
we’ll get that corrected in 
the next couple weeks as we 
head into conference sea-
son.”
Sydney Griffin chipped 
in 36 assists for the Hawks 
while Alivia Fraase and 
Merseli added 11 and 10 
Hunter Plante is a sports writer 
for The Dakota Student. 
He can be reached at 
hunter.plante@und.edu
UND Freshman collects Big Sky golf women’s golfer of the week
UND ties for fourth in UNO Invitational as freshman, Ally Rogers puts on stellar performance to receive #BigSkyGolf weekly accolade.
Adam Gunderman
The Dakota Student
The UND women’s golf 
team kicked off their season 
last weekend in Omaha at 
the University of Nebraska-
Omaha Invitational with a 
fourth place finish.
The Fighting Hawks 
saved their best for last. 
They were able to move up 
two spots to fourth place on 
the final day.
The last round cumu-
latively for UND was the 
second best of all the teams 
for the day. The Hawks had 
307 strokes. SDSU was the 
only team to finish the day 
better with a combined 294 
strokes on the day.
Cumulatively, team 
was aided by terrific days 
from freshman Ally Rogers 
and senior Alexis Guggis-
berg who both shot +3 on 
Sunday at ArborLinks Golf 
Course.
Rogers and Guggisberg 
were not the only ones who 
had their best day on the 
final day of action, Sopho-
more Jenna Janu shot +4 on 
Sunday.
UND had three players 
who finished the invitation-
al in the top twenty. Rogers 
finished 12th with a total of 
234 strokes good for a +18. 
Guggisberg had 235 strokes 
and finished with +19. Janu 
ended the Sunday with 240 
strokes and a +24. The team 
as a whole had 947 shots and 
a +83, tying Creighton for 
fourth.
Senior captain Dani Del-
Greco was not able to fin-
ish the invitational due to 
illness, but she still led the 
Hawks in the first round 
with a +7.
Junior Matty Tschider 
tied for 32nd in the invi-
tational with a cumulative 
weekend stroke count of 
+29. She finished the invita-
tional with a +9 on Sunday.
“I’m excited about the level of growth we took as a program 




Friday September 9, 2016
Hawks fly past the Miners in three sets but unable to find a groove as Red Raiders sweep the Hawks
The invitational in-
cluded South Dakota State, 
North Dakota State, South 
Dakota, Creighton, Indiana 
University-Purdue, Univer-
sity of Indianapolis, Omaha 
and Northern Iowa. 
South Dakota State 
Schedule W SOCCERUND @ WESTERN 
ILLINOIS
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CLEMSON, S.C.
Adam Gunderman is a 
staff writer for The Dakota 




Texas Tech would come 
out with the win, but UND 
put on a performance that 
did not go unrecognized.
“It’s great to end the 
weekend with another road 
win against a quality team,” 
Texas Tech head coach Tony 
Graystone said. “North Da-
kota was a real challenge, 
but we played our best 
match of the season and 
were able to hold them off 
every time they made a run. 
I was really happy with our 
ball control and offensively, 
Lauren (Douglass) and Toni 
(McDougald) were tough to 
stop.”
The squad will pack 
their bags and head on 
the road for nine matches. 
These games will be a big 
indication as to whether 
UND is actually ready to 
be a major contender in the 
Big Sky. 
The nine game road 
trip continues with a match 
at South Dakota State on 
Tuesday before heading 
into three games at the Diet 
Coke Classic at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota. UND 
returns home for Big Sky 
Conference play the follow-
ing week with a home match 
against Southern Utah on 
September 22.
dominated and finished with 
891 strokes for +27 and 1st 
place. NDSU finished 2nd 
with 914 strokes and +50. 
South Dakota was 3rd with 
933 strokes and +69. Both 
UND and Creighton ended 
Sunday with 947 strokes 
and +83. IUPUI recorded 
963 strokes and +99 for 
6th place. The host, Omaha 
had 971 strokes and a +107. 
Northern Iowa rounded out 
the teams with 973 strokes 
and +109.
UND is poised to have 
a solid season this year. The 
team will look to build off 
the success from last season. 
“I’m excited about the 
level of growth we took as a 
program last year and only 
feel as if we will continue 
to get better,” head coach 
Natalie Martinson said. “We 
have a challenging schedule, 
but that should only help us 
improve our overall play and 
build toward the Big Sky 
Championship in April.
The team will rely on its 
veterans to be the backbone 
of the team and to help the 
younger players to adapt to 
golf on the colligate level.
“We made a lot of strides 
last season as a program 
and to have some veterans 
back to mix in with what I 
feel like is a talented group 
of newcomers is something 
I’m excited to see how it 
all comes together on the 
course,” Martinson said.
The team is back on the 
course Monday and Tuesday, 
September 12 and 13. They 
will travel to the Hobble 
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Sophomore Jordan Vail  returning serve back to opponents in a match over the weekend. 
Photo Courtesy of UNDSports.com





to follow us at             
@dakotastudent 
on twitter for more 
stories
